ABSTRACT Many state-of-the-art citation recommendation methods have been proposed for finding a list of reference papers for a given manuscript, among which the graph-based method has gained particular attention, due to its flexibility for incorporating various information that embodies user's preferences. To achieve a more synthetic, accurate, and personalized recommendation result than the previous graphbased methods, this paper proposes a new graph-based recommendation framework that exploiting diversified link information in a bibliographic network and the concise query information that embodies the specific requirement of user comprehensively. The proposed framework not only performs mutual reinforcement rules on all available multiple types of relations in a multi-layered graph but also incorporates the query information into the multi-layered mutual reinforcement schema to construct a multi-layered mutually reinforced query-focused (MMRQ) citation recommendation approach. Extensive experiments have been conducted on a subset of anthology network data set. Experimental results of Recall measures, normalized discounted cumulative gain measures, and case study all demonstrate that our MMRQ method obtains a superior citation recommendation.
I. INTRODUCTION
With the rapid increase in the number of scientific publications, it becomes difficult for researchers to cite appropriate and necessary reference papers from massive publications when doing research [22] . Most researchers usually retrieve relevant papers from search engines such as Google Scholar 1 or Microsoft Academic, 2 based on specific keywords. Then researchers have to manually review them and decide which paper should be cited, however, it is labor-intensive and especially difficult for the beginning researchers or researchers who are willing to step into a new research field or topic. Behind the era of big scholarly data, interaction is a thriving research basis, and also stimulated the creation and dissemination of new knowledge. However, the effective usage of a vast amount of user-centric data generated by increasing dependence on these systems brings the information overloading problem as well.
Recommender systems, which endeavor to automatically suggest potential items or undiscovered interests address information overloading problem, have recently been paid increased attention [8] , [15] . Accordingly, applying recommendation techniques to obtain a rapid, accurate, novel, and sufficient publication list satisfied researchers' expectation can help them advance the research work. Citation recommendation [19] which recommends a list of reference papers that are relevant to the researchers' information need, is an essential technology to overcome information overload problem in academia.
Existing work on personalized citation recommendation employed Collaborative Filtering (CF) and ContentBased Filtering (CBF), and Graph-based approaches. CF approaches generate citation recommendation by exploring correlations among researchers with similar research interests that are represented by researchers' readership and similar publications that is modeled using citation network [18] ; CF approaches are restricted by data sparsity and cold-start problems [34] . CBF approaches focus on recommending a reference paper based on words and/or topic features [6] , [27] , [32] ; however, CBF suffers from some traditional information retrieval problems e.g., semantic ambiguity [26] . Graph-based approaches often treat citation recommendation as a link prediction issue among citations [13] , [14] . These graph-based works stressed on the role of citation network connections, and overlook other important information in the bibliographic data.
To incorporate multi-type nodes and corresponding relations, which is modeled as a multi-layered graph, many heterogeneous relation based ranking method has been proposed to rank the nodes over a multi-layered graph [20] , [21] . Ranking in the multi-layered graph can evaluate node importance or popularity based on the interaction between different types of relations, but faces several drawbacks when implemented in citation recommendation tasks. First, co-ranking algorithm for heterogeneous information networks has been widely studied in the past ten years (e.g., Co-rank [37] and Co-HITS [5] , [11] ). However, these methods only employ two types of nodes. Second, although many methods modeled multi-layered graphs for ranking tasks(e.g., P-rank [31] and PageRank+HITS [29] ), they overlooked mutual reinforcement rules among heterogeneous entities.
Recently, many mutual reinforcement based methods [1] - [3] , [12] , [28] , [35] have already been successfully studied and used in several graph-based ranking tasks. Similar to the HITS algorithm, mutual reinforcement is also a ubiquitous phenomenon in complex networks, and interaction between authority and hub entities from multiple typed links. Although mutual reinforcement based methods have achieved better results than previous methods (e.g., Co-rank [37] , Co-HITS [5] , P-rank [31] and PageRank+HITS [29] ) in some ranking and recommendation tasks, a common drawback of these existing methods is that the searcher's query information is still overlooked and not working.
To overcome the above drawbacks, we propose a novel recommendation framework, termed MMRQ, incorporating the query information into a multi-layered graph and conducting ranking schema utilizing mutual reinforcement rules to construct a mutually reinforced and query-focused model. It not only integrates concise query information that embodies the specific requirement of user, but also diversified link information to facilitate the recommendation quality. The major contributions of our paper are summarized as follows.
• Multi-layered Mutual Reinforcement. We exploit all available multiple types of relations, which involved both intra and inter-network information among author, paper, and keyword entities from the literature collection, to construct a multi-layered graph. Further, the multi-layered mutual reinforcement rules are designed and performed in the multi-layered graph to establish a comprehensive ranking framework for the recommendation.
• Personalized Query. Based on the multi-layered mutual reinforcement rules, we incorporate the personalized query information into a multi-layered graph to achieve a query-focused and mutually reinforced recommendation; the construction of personalized query information is also conducted. Based on the personalized query, the model can provide more accurate and individualized citation recommendation results to the users.
• Evaluation. We perform abundant experiments on a subset of Anthology Network (AAN) dataset published by the Association of Computational Linguistics (ACL) to evaluate the performance of our MMRQ method and the effects of personalized query term in the model. Then, a study of parameters and case study are also illustrated and analyzed. The experimental results demonstrate that our MMRQ method outperforms the baseline methods concerning both Recall and NDCG (Normalized Discounted Cumulative Gain).
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Related work is reviewed in Section II. The problem definition is given in Section III. Section IV presents the multi-layered mutual reinforcement ranking framework, and the details of our proposed recommendation method. To evaluate our recommendation model, Section V describes the experimental setup and discusses experimental results in detail. Finally, Section VI concludes this paper.
II. RELATED WORK
The states of the art citation recommendation methods can be divided into three main categories: Collaborative Filtering (CF), Content-Based filtering (CBF) and graph-based methods.
A. COLLABORATIVE FILTERING METHODS
CF-based citation recommendation focuses on exploring correlations among researchers with similar research interests by researchers' readership and the publication citation network. For example, McNee et al. [18] analogously considers cited papers as users and citation papers as items in conventional CF, then recommends citation papers with an assumption that a paper cited by an author could indicate a positive view of it.
B. CONTENT-BASED FILTERING METHODS
CBF approaches endeavor to retrieve matched papers by concerning textual content, while the CF approaches often use the citations from the active paper or watchlists from researchers. CBF approaches recommend a reference paper based on words and/or topic features modeling by text mining techniques [24] . As a high-level representation of text, topic distribution can be considered as a feature to measure the similarity between papers, and many research works extended the topic model by integrating the links information. For example, Tang and Zhang [24] proposed a topic-based approach that learns topic distributions by training a twolayered restricted Boltzmann machine, which is based on both citation relations and paper textual content relatedness. Dai et al. [4] not only utilized textual content similarity but also community relevance among authors for effctive citation recommendation. Additionally, there are also some recent CBF approaches ranking the papers by utilizing local or/and global contextual information among the citations [6] , [10] ; for example, a context-ware citation recommendation approach, proposed by Ding et al. [6] , exploited both syntactic and semantic techniques to model contentbased context from citations. However, CBF approaches remain suffering from the traditional information retrieval problems, e.g., semantic ambiguity [26] . Another bottleneck, the integration of various types of link information in topic models is increasingly complicated.
C. GRAPH-BASED METHODS
To make citation recommendation efficiently, many graphbased approaches considered the diversified types of relations modeled as a heterogeneous graph, and then advanced paper ranking algorithms are exploited to generate a ranking list for recommendation. The co-ranking methods have been widely studied in the past decades. For example, Zhou et al. [37] proposed Co-Rank that coupled both the citation network and the co-authorship network collaboratively to obtain better ranking result for both influenced authors and documents. Deng et al. [5] introduced a effective ranking framework, Co-HITS, generalizing both HITS and Personalized PageRank algorithm for mining bipartite network graphs that incorporates content features with the entities. However, the limitation of these methods is that only two types of entities are employed to construct the graph model.
To incorporate multi-type nodes and corresponding relations, many heterogeneous relations based ranking method has been proposed to rank the objects over the multi-layered graph [29] , [31] . For example, Yan et al. [31] proposed a P-Rank way that constructs a scholarly network consisting of different entities (publications, authors, and journals) and performs a propagation on the network graph to rank the entities though its citing papers, citing authors and citing journals concurrently. Wang et al. [29] conducted a combined method, PageRank+HITS, where the traditional PageRank and HITS-style reinforcement can be used together to rank papers utilizing citations, authors, venues and the publication time information collaboratively.
To make use of the mutual reinforcement rules, many mutual reinforcement based methods [1] - [3] , [12] , [28] , [35] have already been studied. For example, Cai and Li [1] proposed two models, Reinforcement After Relevance Propagation (RARP) Algorithm and Reinforcement During Relevance Propagation (RDRP), to facilitate manifoldranking based importance propagation by mutual reinforcement rules. In [1] , one difference between the two models is the iteration way of importance propagation. That is, RARP [1] performs the internal relevance propagation exploiting inner-layered relation and external mutual reinforcement propagation exploiting inter-layered relations separately. Nevertheless, in RDRP [1] and two similar works [2] , [3] , the propagated scores are performed by the internal propagation and external mutual reinforcement propagation simultaneously, which is according to inter-layered relation weighted by inner-layered relation. Unlike these methods mentioned above, there are also many works [12] , [28] , [35] added up internal propagation and external mutual reinforcement propagation to construct unified mutual reinforcement models. Besides, some recent personalized citation recommendation approaches [26] , [19] , [7] performed Random Walk with Restart (RWR) method considering the query information to rank the entities in the multi-layered graph model. For example, our previous work [7] modeled a new fine-grained co-authorship relation and integrated it into an RWR-based model to obtain the recommended list. A limitation of these RWR-based methods is that they cannot employ the mutual reinforcement propagation in the ranking process as well.
Unlike these previous works, our approach addresses personalized citation recommendation by incorporating the query information into a multi-layered graph. Based on the multi-layered graph, a ranking process utilizing mutual reinforcement rules is established to achieve mutually reinforced query-focused citation recommendation.
III. PROBLEM STATEMENT
First of all, the query-focused citation recommendation problem is defined as the problem of learning a recommendation score list R(q, p) : for a query manuscript q in query set Q (q ∈ Q), and a candidate paper p in candidate paper set (p ∈ P), the learned score list R(q, p) indicates importance score of candidate papers pspecifically for query q; the learned function Q × P −→ R is exploited to make the recommendation based on the query and the heterogeneous graph constructed by bibliographic network.
Further, based on above-mentioned, our query-focused personalized recommendation problem is defined as follows: given the keywords subset q w of the query submitted by a searcher q a , and the searcher's identity (if searcher identity ID is registered in the system) to construct a query manuscript q ∈ Q. Along with a heterogeneous bibliographic graph G, our aim is to build a recommendation model specifically for q, and recommend a small subset of target papers p ∈ P as high quality and top-ranking references for q, by utilizing the value in score list R(q, p). Before describing our proposed approach, we first give some notations in Table 1 that will be used frequently in this paper. 
IV. DESIGN OF MMRQ
This section first presents an overview of proposed recommendation method, and then details our approach and corresponding algorithm.
A. PRELIMINARIES Fig. 1 depicts structure G of our recommendation approach. It makes use of four diversified link information (including co-authorship, author-paper, paper-citation, and paper-keyword) corresponding to the three different types of entities (nodes) in the graph G, i.e., authors, papers, and keywords. As shown in Fig. 1 , every type of entity corresponds to one layer and all of the links among entities are formulated as a three-layered graph model in which the intra-layer links denote the relations between homogeneous entities and the inter-layer links denote the links between two different entities.
The proposed MMRQ method aims to rank papers for recommendation by considering multiple network relations in the multi-layered graph and queries provided by searchers. Based on the mutual reinforcement rules the MMRQ method not only relies on internal relevance propagation considering the influence of intra-networks (co-authorship and papercitation), but also integrates external mutual reinforcement propagation exploiting the inter-networks (author-paper and paper-keyword).
Candidate papers that have direct or indirect connections with the personalized query tend to obtain high prestige in the ranking process. Thus, to facilitate the query-focused personalized citation recommendation, MMRQ method incorporates personalized query information with mutually reinforced ranking framework. All of the structural elements are collaborating to iteratively compute importance propagation scores based on the mutual reinforcement rules.
Query information consists of query keywords and searcher identify. The reason is that in the query-focused recommendation, the reality is that searcher gives a query manuscript which contains searcher identity and a text summarization which describes their query briefly. Queryfocused recommendation scheme cannot take effect without the keyword in the graph model. Keyword is an important kind of text feature indicating the research topic and main idea of publications. The keywords contained in the query words are more likely to obtain high prestige. Thus, different from mutual reinforcement based paper ranking model in [12] and [17] , which incorporate authors, papers, and venues to construct graph model, our MMRQ method exploits authors, papers, and keywords to build graph model. From the searcher identify perspective, i.e., authors that have similar interested research topics or close academic relationships with authors in the query are more likely to obtain high prestige.
The rest of this section is organized as follows. We first illustrate sub-graph construction in the multi-layered graph and corresponding effect in mutually reinforced ranking. Then, the mutual reinforcement rules and iterative ranking process of MMRQ is presented.
B. SUB-GRAPH CONSTRUCTION
In order to understand our model, we first illustrate construction and effect of each network respectively. In our model, Let G =<V , E, M > describes the multi-layered graph G, in which V is a set of vertices that includes author subset A = {a 1 , a 2 , . . . , a m }, paper subset P = {p 1 , p 2 , . . . , p n } and keyword subset W = {w 1 , w 2 , . . . , w k }, i.e., V = A ∪ P ∪ W . E is the set of edges linking two vertices, i.e.,
M is the general matrix in which element M ij represents the edge linking v i and v j in G.
Links among three types of entities (authors, papers, and keywords) can construct nine types of network graphs at most. Each represents a sub-graph of the two connected entities indicated by the subscripts, i.e.,
Note that since there are only four types of link information (co-authorship, authorpaper, paper-citation, and paper-keyword) in the bibliographic data, M AW /M WA , M WW are not considered in this work. The construction and effect of remaining sub-graphs, which is shown in Fig. 1 , is present as follow: 1) Paper citation sub-graph, M PP (i, j) depicts the paperpaper citation relation between paper p i and paper p j ; if p i is a reference of p j , the edge value between them is 1, otherwise none. Thus, M PP is a binary graph. The effect of citation is: if one paper has been cited many times by many other Highly cited papers, this paper may be given a higher prestige score. 2) Author-paper sub-graph, The relation between author a i and paper p j is presented by M AP (i, j)/M PA ; if a i is an author of p j , the edge value between them is 1. M AP is equal to M PA since the relations between authors and papers are symmetric. The effect of author-paper relation is: on the one hand, if an author has published many papers, this author may have a higher prestige than those who have not published many papers; on the other hand, if a paper is written by high-prestige authors, this paper is more likely to obtain higher influence. 3) Paper-keyword sub-graph, the paper-word relation between paper p i and keywords w j is presented by M PW (i, j); if w i is a keyword in paper p j , the edge weight is the TF-IDF value of w j in p i . M PW is equal to M WP as the relations between papers and keywords are symmetric. The effect of paper-word relation is: on one the hand, if a paper is written by query words, the paper may have a higher influence; on the other hand, if a keyword is used by many papers, the keyword may have a higher importance. 4) Co-authorship sub-graph, the co-authorship relation between author a i and a j is represented by M AA (i, j). If the two authors have collaborated, the edge value of
If an author has collaborated with many authors, the author may have a higher prestige than those authors who did not collaborate with many authors. Thus, the author has same co-authors with searcher is more likely to obtain high prestige.
C. THE ITERATIVE RANKING OF MMRQ
In this subsection, we introduce how to integrate the four types of sub-graphs constructed in subsection IV-B and query information into a multi-layered mutually reinforced queryfocused model for ranking candidate papers. We first briefly summarize importance measurements of the ranking model on a high level. Then demonstrate the weight allocation principles and iterating process in details.
where L xy denotes adjacency matrix constructed by entities set x and entities set y, and L xy (z) denotes the edge weight of node z from L xy . F A , F W , and F P denote the importance propagation scores of author set A, keyword set W , and paper set P respectively.
P is the initial status of F A , F W , and F P before importance propagation. The importance propagation measurements based on mutual reinforcement rules are as follows:
1) Prestige authors are more likely to publish papers of high-quality, and has collaborated with many authors. Thus, author propagation have internal propagation of author F A (a i ) by the weight of edge in L AA (a i ) and reinforced from paper propagation
P (p j ) (1) 2) Important keywords are more likely to used in many papers. Keyword propagation only reinforced from paper propagation F P (p j ) by L WP (w k ), since there are no keyword-keyword and author-keyword relations in the data collections:
3) Influential papers are more likely to be cited more times by many other papers with a highly cited score, written by high-prestige authors, written by keywords that have a higher prestige. Paper propagation obtain internal propagation of paper
The mutually reinforced ranking framework is helpful to leverage the local structure by distinguishing the entities as authorities and hubs, and calculating their scores in a mutually reinforced way. One crucial thing of mutual reinforcement rules is the ability to strengthen other entities. That is, our weight allocation principles are a reflection that the ability of an entity contributes to other entities. In order to VOLUME 6, 2018 understand the principles, importance measurements of different entities in Eq. (1)−(3) can be generalized as a matrix L shown as Eq. (4) . And the transition function between and within the different layers separately can be present as Eq. (5).
In the matrix L, three sub-matrices (i.e., L WW , L AW , and L WA ) are 0, which means that there are no interactions between those entities. The importance score of an entity can then be given by the contribution summations transferred from nodes of the other entities. Besides these, the sum of contributions is also weighted by a corresponding layer parameter ρ xy assigned for each sub-matrices. These weight parameters control the relative contribution to the ranking scores from the internal propagation and external mutual reinforcement for each type of entities. The weights between each layer can be controlled by tuning the corresponding ρ xy parameters.
According to weight allocation principles, we set ρ ap = ρ pa and ρ wp = ρ pw , since no apparent reason is presented to control the flow differently in two directions between layers. We also assume that ρ aa + ρ pa = 1, since the iterated computing process can stay in the author layer or leave it. Analogously for the paper layer, ρ ap + ρ wp + ρ pp = 1, since the iterated computing process has three possible transition ways (move to any of the other two layers or stay in the paper layer). For word layer, there is only one relation. Therefore, ρ pw = 1, which means it has to jump to paper layer.
To further reduce the ρ xy parameters, we set one parameter ξ specifies the relative contribution of the internal propagation and external mutual reinforcement in the importance measurement for each type of entities. Accordingly, when internal propagation ρ aa and ρ aa are both 1 − ξ , ρ pa obtains the rest weight for author importance propagation and presented as ξ . ρ ap and ρ wp share the weights for paper importance propagation and presented as ξ 2 . As shown in Eq. (6), the weights allocation can be present by one parameter ξ :
When matrix L in Eq. (6) is inputted into Eq. (5), importance propagations can be respectively present as follow:
For query representation, we set author query vertice subset F (A) Q represents the searcher's identity, i.e. if searcher's identity is provided in the query, the author that have similarity research content with searcher is more likely to obtain high prestige; If searcher's identity is provided in the query, it indicates the papers published by searcher are known. Papers' keywords matched with the query words is helpful to retrieve papers meet the query. Thus, we set keyword query vertice subset F Q as the inputs. Every type of entity in graph G corresponds an importance propagation measurement formulation in the iterative ranking process, which is modeled as Fig. 2 . To present the relative contribution of the query information and network relationships during the importance propagation measurement for each type of entities, we set parameter α to control that. Importance propagation F A and F W may visit one of the preferred nodes in F (A) Q and F (W ) Q with probability 1 − α or transit to one of its linked nodes with probability α. To summarize, the MMRQ algorithm is formulated in Eq. (10)−(12):
where
, and F (t+1) P denote the updated importance propagation scores of author set A, keyword set W , and paper set P. Paper set scores F P integrates the scores propagated from both F A and F W to measure the importance of candidate papers. Then, to view the iteration process 
if diff < MinDelta then 10: break 11: end if 12: end while 13 : R(q, p)←Sort(F P ) //all papers' ranking scores. 14: Return R(q, p)
The procedure of proposed recommendation algorithm is presented as below and the corresponding pseudo-code is given in Algorithm 1. Firstly, (Lines 1-3) represents the initialization of the query author F R(q, p) .
Conclusively, traditional RWR based citation recommendation methods, i.e. [19] , [26] , are also integrates both inner and inter relations to obtain propagated scores. However, they set the same weight for the pair of mutual relationships between two entities. In MMRQ, we consider the mutual relationships between two entities as a two-way relationship, which means different weights are set for them respectively. The reason is that the ability of one entity contributes to the other entity may be different from the reversed case. Moreover, many recent works, i.e. [12] , [28] , [35] , combining internal propagation and external mutual reinforcement propagation to construct mutually reinforced ranking models, are all to summary a transition matrix corresponding to a Markovian process. However, in order to embody the effect of initial query, our method first to compute the importance propagation scores for author and keyword respectively, and then update the importance propagation scores for paper utilizing importance propagation scores of author and keyword simultaneously.
V. EXPERIMENTAL EVALUATION
In this section, we first describe the pre-processing procedure for the experimental dataset and introduce the evaluation metrics. Then, illustrate our experimental design, along with detailed analysis of obtained experimental results.
In the experimental procedure, we first implemented extensive experiments to compare MMRQ with other four VOLUME 6, 2018 powerful baseline models in terms of Recall and NDCG metrics. Then, to evaluate effectiveness of personalized query in the recommendation task, we compared MMRQ model and a model removing the personalized information from MMRQ. Thirdly, to optimize the accuracy and obtain better effectiveness for our MMRQ model, we examined the results of different parameter combinations by conducting a series of the experiment. Finally, to understand the effectiveness of our recommendation approach intuitively, we conduct case studies to demonstrate the retrieved recommended results for a specific query.
A. EXPERIMENT SETUP
Our experiments are performed on the AAN dataset [23] , which contains the full collection of papers included in the majority of ACL venues. Among papers published from year 1965 to 2012, we first choose papers possessed both titles and abstracts. After this processing, 13, 929 papers are obtained as our experimental dataset. Then, each paper in experimental dataset was pre-processed by the following steps: (1) extract the title and abstract respectively; (2) remove the words that only contain three characters or less; (3) remove stop words from title and abstract; (4) stem the remaining words with NLTK porter stemmer. 6 To reduce the noise and interference, removing the words that appeared less than ten times in the dataset. Finally, a total of 4, 397 distinct word tokens are obtained. To identify keywords from all paper texts, a naive TF-IDF based method is adopted as an indicator [30] : if a word's TF-IDF value was greater than a threshold, this word was selected as a keyword. In our experiment, with a TF-IDF threshold of 0.03, 3, 704 distinct keywords were identified for the set of 13, 929 papers. We used all papers published before the year 2012 (a total of 12, 728 papers) to construct the four types of subgraph in G and train recommendation models, and the papers published in the year 2012 (remaining 1, 201 in all of 13, 929 papers) were employed as test data. The statistical information of both the training and test set is shown in Table 2 , in which the number of papers that had been cited at least once in our data is represented by #Cited_Papers and the total number of citation relations is represented by #Citation. For evaluation purposes, by extracting keywords from the title and abstract text of the testing paper, extracted keywords is adopted as keywords of each query. Following common practice [19] , the intrinsic reference list of each queried paper is adopted as the ground truth.
For evaluation purposes, both Recall [16] and NDCG [26] metrics, which are commonly used to evaluate recommendation results, are also employed as the evaluation metrics for our recommendation accuracy and quality of the predicted ranks, respectively.
• Recall is defined as the percentage of the number of cited papers in the Top-N recommended list to the number of all cited papers. To some extent, this metrics demonstrates the matched number in recommended list for a specific test paper. Recall is calculated as:
where Q is the total number of queries (test papers) and N is the length of the recommended list. Given a test paper p in the test set, R p is the Top-N recommended list for the test paper p. T p is the original reference of test paper p.
• NDCG. An effective recommender system should be sensitive to the ranking positions of the relevant reference papers. That is, highly relevant references are desired to appear higher in the Top-N list. As Recall only considers matched number in ranking list, and cannot fully evaluate ranking position. Thus, NDCG is also utilized to measure the ranked recommended list. The NDCG value of a ranking list at a specific position is calculated as:
where Q is the total number of queries (test papers) and N is the length of the recommended list. In definition of NDCG, r(i) represents a binary variable for the i-th items in the ranking list. Here, r(i) = 1 if the paper in the recommended list is cited paper, and otherwise r(i) = 0. IDCG@N is the ideal ranking at the Top-N list, i.e., for every item in the ranking list, r(i) = 1; NDCG@N = 1 if a perfect ranking is returned.
B. PERFORMANCE COMPARISON WITH OTHER RANKING ALGORITHMS
First, four training matrices, corresponding to four types of relations, i.e., M PP , M PW /M WP , M AA and M PA /M AP , are constructed. Table 4 shows basic information of these matrices. To evaluate the effectiveness of MMRQ in citation recommendation, we adopt four baseline methods for comparison. All of them are constructed using the same subgraphs with MMRQ method. A total of five methods are used:
• Baseline Approach 1 (UG-RWR) [19] : UG-RWR is a Random Walk with Restart (RWR) based method that carried on a Unified Graph. In our experiment, we conduct the three-layered heterogeneous graph G in subsection IV-B, containing papers, authors and keywords, and also the personalized queries which are same with the MMRQ approach. Then, RWR algorithm is performed to evaluate the relevance score of each candidate paper. The restarting probability of RWR is set to 0.6 [19] .
• Baseline Approach 2 (RARP) [1] : Performed the RARP (Reinforcement After Relevance Propagation) algorithm in graph model G to achieve citation recommendation. With respect to four types of relations collaboratively, RARP first updates by the internal propagation (inner-layered relations) until all the scores are converged, and then updates by external mutual reinforcement propagation (inter-layered relations) until all the scores are converged again. Thus, RARP performs two types of propagations separately. In RARP of our experiment, the query information is integrated into each iteration of the mutually reinforced ranking process.
• Baseline Approach 3 (RDRP) [1] : Performed the RDRP (Reinforcement During Relevance Propagation) algorithm in graph model G. Unlike RARP, RDRP performs the internal propagation and external mutual reinforcement propagation simultaneously to obtain the propagated score, which is according to inter-layered relations term weighted by inner-layered relations.
In RDRP of our experiment, the query information is also integrated into each iteration.
• Baseline Approach 4 (MutualRank) [12] : Performed the MutualRank algorithm in graph model G. Different from RARP and RDRP, in MutualRank, the query information is first used to compute the initial influence of corresponding types of entities as the input of first iteration; then propagations are updated by adding up the internal propagation and external mutual reinforcement propagation until all the scores are converged. Moreover, the historical values of internal relevance propagation are also appended at each iteration.
• Our Approach (MMRQ): In order to embody the effect of initial query, MMRQ method first to compute the author and keyword propagations respectively, which are updated not only via internal and external mutual reinforcement propagation, but also integrated the query information. Then, update the paper propagations utilizing author propagations and keyword propagations simultaneously. Differ from MutualRank, MMRQ method integrates the query information at each step of the iteration. Table 3 shows the performance comparison of all the five methods. Apparently, as the length of the recommended list, N is increased gradually, the Recall and NDCG metrics of all five methods increase because a larger value of N indicates more papers are recommended. Further, two important observations are obtained as follow.
Observation 1: Table 3 reveals an important conclusion: MMRQ outperforms baseline approaches in terms of all metrics, i.e., an average 10.6% achievement to MutualRank in Recall, an average 11.5% achievement to MutualRank in NDCG, an average 14.6% achievement to UG-RWR in Recall, and an average 10.7% achievement to UG-RWR in NDCG.
The success of our model is ascribed to explore mutually reinforced ranking and personalized query information comprehensively. In MutualRank approach, since the query is not integrated into each iteration of the mutually reinforced ranking process, we can find MutualRank is obviously worse than MMRQ approach in terms of all metrics; Although in RDRP, the query terms are integrated into each iteration, the historical values of internal relevance propagation are overlooked. Accordingly, the RDRP approach performs worse than MMRQ approach; The mutually reinforced ranking of RARP approach is implemented only via external mutual reinforcement and UG-RWR approach does not exploit the mutually reinforced rules in the iteration process. As a result, RARP and UG-RWR approaches are also worse than MMRQ approach as well.
Observation 2: Another important observation is that by average the sum result from all the four value of N , MutualRank approach achieves second best results in terms of Recall (on average 0.313) apart from MMRQ approach (on average 0.3442), but RARP approach achieves second best results in terms of NDCG (on average 0.3483) apart from MMRQ approach (on average 0.3882).
The differences between MutualRank and RARP approach lie in two aspects. One is that MutualRank is updated by internal relevance propagation, external mutual reinforcement, and the historical values of internal relevance propagation simultaneously. However, RARP is first updated by the internal relevance propagation, and then updated by external mutual reinforcement propagation. The other is that in MutualRank, the query information is used to compute the initial influence of corresponding types of entities as input at the first iteration. However, in RARP, query information is integrated into mutual reinforcement process at each iteration. We can conclude that iteration way of each approach has its own advantages: the historical values of internal relevance propagation can promote Recall performance and integrating query information into mutual reinforcement process can advance NDCG performance.
C. COMPARISON WITH PERSONALIZED AND NON-PERSONALIZED CITATION RECOMMENDATION
We are also interested in studying whether personalized query can provide more appropriate and individualized citation recommendation results to the users than non-personalized recommendation. Formally, all query vertices can be denote q = [F has not yet published any papers, the proposed approach will be reduced to non-personalized citation recommendation for the user, because the query information contains F (W ) Q (keywords) only.
From Table 5 , we can see that the performance of nonpersonalized recommendation is inferior to that of personalized recommendation. As the value of N increases, MMRQ with q 2 always achieves larger values than MMRQ with q 1 in terms of Recall and NDCG. The personalized recommendation achieves a gain of on average 14.86% with respect to Recall and 9.84% with respect to NDCG. When we compare the correct recommended papers with regard to nonpersonalized and personalized recommendation approaches, we observe that the personalized recommendation approach can find more papers published by co-authors. Furthermore, our results indicate that personalized query in the citation recommendation model help it generates more accurate paper recommendations.
D. PARAMETERS ANALYSIS
In this section, two parameters inside our MMRQ model are analyzed: α and ξ . α control the importance of the query information. ξ specifies the relative contribution of the internal relevance propagation and external mutual reinforcement in the importance measurement for each type of entities. Different values of α and ξ have different impacts on the recommendation quality. Thus, we conducted relevant experiments to obtain the group of parameters that can achieve the best recommendation performance.
We use the exhaustive method to evaluate all the possible combinations of the two parameters. MMRQ is performed with various settings of α ∈ (0, 1) and ξ ∈ (0, 1), where the step length of the two parameters is 0.1. Specifically, we first assign α with different values from 0 to 1 in increments of 0.1. Then, for each setting of α, corresponding the optimal performance of MMRQ is obtained by tuning the ξ parameter. Fig. 3(a) shows Recall and Fig. 3(b) shows NDCG performance of MMRQ assigned different α and ξ values respectively. Further, the following three observations are obtained.
Observation 1: From these figures, we can see that the performance surface have peaks obviously. In Fig. 3(a) , the optimal performance in term of Recall is achieved at around α = 0.3 and ξ = 0.1. In Fig. 3(b) , the optimal performance in term of NDCG is achieved at around α = 0.2, ξ = 0.1. However, the average value of Recall at α = 0.3 is lager than that at α = 0.2, thus we choose α = 0.3 and ξ = 0.1 as the parameters setting.
Observation 2: In Fig. 3(a) and Fig. 3(b) , when we first fix ξ = 0.1 and adjust α from 0 to 0.3, the performance of MMRQ model becomes gradually enhanced in term of both Recall and NDCG. Then when we fix ξ = 0.1 and adjust α varies from 0.4 to 1, the performance of MMRQ becomes gradually worse. Since smaller α values show a greater possibility of returning to the node of initial query and further indicate a greater importance of query information during the relevance propagation, this result indicates that excessive setting for the importance of query information hurt the performance of MMRQ model.
Observation 3: In Fig. 3(a) and Fig. 3(b) , when α is fixed to 0.3 and ξ varies from 0 to 1, the performance of MMRQ model gradually decreases in term of both Recall and NDCG. Smaller ξ values in the MMRQ model indicate a greater importance of inner network relationships during the relevance propagation. The experiment result shows that MMRQ with smaller ξ values obtain better recommendation performance, which implies that the internal propagations (performed by co-authorship and citation relations) play more important roles in the ranking process.
E. CASE STUDY
To intuitive comprehend our citation recommendation method, recommended paper lists for a specific query are retrieved using our proposed approach and four baseline approaches as the comparison. Specifically, the query keywords of this study are extracted from ''LIMSI @ WMT12'', a comparatively highly cited paper (cited by 22 papers as of Aug. 2017) published in ''Proceedings of the Seventh Workshop on Statistical Machine Translation 2012''. This paper studies translation models are estimated as conventional smoothed n-gram models. Due to the page limit, we only take the top 10 ranked papers in the recommended list, and the results are demonstrated in Table 6 . Table 6 shows in the results retrieved by the MMRQ approach, there are 6 records matched the groundtruth reference list of the queried paper, whereas the results returned by the four baselines are: MutualRank have 5 matching records, UG-RWR have 4, RDRP have 3 and RARP only have 2 matching records respectively. This observation depicts that the MMRQ approach achieved a better result in this case study. By comparing rank of matching records quantities from all the five approaches VOLUME 6, 2018 to the rank of Recall performance in section 3, we found that ranking result in this case study corresponds to the rank of Recall performance in section 3, because Recall is a measure of the ability of a system to present all relevant. Besides, it can be seen that one paper may have different rank positions in different approaches. The reason is that these approaches have different the ability to present rank positions. Overall, we can conclude that our proposed method is superior to the four baselines methods.
VI. CONCLUSION
In this paper, we focus on how to promote citation recommendation by an effective ranking algorithm that can embody the personalized query and diversified link information in a bibliographic network appropriately. To this end, we propose a novel recommendation framework performing mutual reinforcement rules on a multi-layered graph, which is constructed by all available multiple types of relations among author, paper, and keyword entities from the literature collection. Importantly, the personalized query information is also incorporated with multi-layered mutual reinforcement rules to achieve a query-focused and mutually reinforced recommendation. Finally, extensive experiments are conducted on a subset of AAN dataset to evaluate the performance of our MMRQ method and compare to baseline models. The experimental results demonstrate that MMRQ method outperforms other baseline models.
This research reveals that appropriate integration way for personalized query information and links information, as well as appropriate iteration way for updating importance propagations in the multi-layered graph, can improve personalized citation recommendation result. Nevertheless, in the future study, we would like to explore the effect of other useful information for recommendation models such as author-word relations, word-word relations, impact factor and indexing of the journals. 
